
Date & Title: 21st April Newbury 5f Mdn 

4.25 Admiral Spice, Embour, Jim Rockford, Tony Soprano 

3.75 Gold Town, Headway, Spoof 

3.25 Motown Mick, Mysaan, Owen The Law, Qaaraat 

Preview – Clearly a race in which the big yards like to have an early representative. Most years 80%+ 

go on to win a maiden during the season so important to follow runners from this race. It is often a 

race in which a Hannon better one makes a debut without necessarily winning. Could not make a 

selection without seeing them. Hope to be there with camera at the ready. 

 Gold Town review – First off, my apologies for poor quality of pictures. This was as good a race as I 

was expecting with only Owen The Law really looking not up to an open maiden win standard. Quite 

a few bulky colts which perhaps exaggerated the impression that Gold Town was small. However it 

was run in a notably slow time for the conditions, some 4 seconds slower than last year suggesting 

that they went a sensible pace. This may go some way to explaining why 2 colts who looked a bit big 

managed to stay on well and why there were 2 deep closers who did not get too far behind. Gold 

Town got perhaps the perfect ride, sheltering behind the big boys running at a sensible pace and 

then using his pace to accelerate past them as they tired in the last half furlong. Just a suspicion that 

I may have over-rated one or two of these. 

 



Gold Town – Another surprise from Charlie Appleby although they clearly knew what they had 

judging by the market support. To my eyes Gold Town looked a bit on the small side with a very 

timid demeanour as he wandered around the pre-parade. In fact he was one of the first that I put a 

line through. A suggestion that Buick cannily held him up behind three bigger ones sheltering him 

from the headwind. Whatever he won well. Top end of small, compact, looks a bit downhill. Without 

this win I would have been rating him around 75 but given the win I think I must go to a reluctant 85. 

 

Headway – Medium, powerfully made in a compact package. Kept rugged until the last second so 

little opportunity for inspection but good impression. Bit keen early and had to be restrained back by 

Cosgrave possibly surrendering 4l to Embour and 2l to GT. No stick used unlike the 1st and 3rd. 

Promising 87 



 

Embour – Big strong bulky lad, top end of medium at least. Still carrying plenty of condition. Kept on 

well. Didn’t think he would win, but didn’t think he would finish this close either. Should improve a 

lot for this shedding some kilos. 90 



 

Qaaraat – Possibly the most attractive same sort of size as Embour but not as powerful overall, 

perhaps a little more athletic. Another, particularly for Ed Dunlop who I thought would not win fto 

but he too out ran his level of readiness and will come on a lot. 89 



 

Spoof – Similar size to Headway, a bit smaller than the 3rd and 4th but bigger than Gold Town. Bit 

lighter. Spencer indulging in his usual giraffe strangling  to force Spoof to drop in and then rushing 

him up only for the effort to peter out in the last furlong. How much energy was wasted wrestling 

him back, he was never given a chance to settle at the pace of the leading group from which the 1,3, 

and 4th horses came. 85 



 

Jim Rockford – Top end of small but a different bulkier model than Gold Town. Looked to be a good 

walker. Spent the first 2.5f fighting for his head yet still finished off with enthusiasm. 79 

 

Mysaan – Small in this group, good stride, lightly made. Out of her class here but likeable enough. 74 



 

Motown Mick – Only here for the beer, plainish type, not ready to compete yet, sufficient strength 

and bulk to think he can improve considerably for this, look at his belly, no wonder he was outpaced 

early on. 75 



 

Tony Soprano – Yet another overweight. Seemed medium size, not hard fit, showed early pace but 

faded badly. Perhaps lack of fitness or maybe just here for an easy intro, not given a hard time. 75 



 

Owen The Law – Lower medium. Looked too lightly made to compete in this group although fit 

enough to do a lot better than he did. Beginning to wonder if David Evans has got anything to get 

excited about this year. 66 



 

Admiral Spice – NR withdrawn at start on vets advice. Lower to mid medium. Decent body depth if a 

fraction tubular. Looked fit enough to compete for 4.5f at least. 77/8 

 

 

 

 

 


